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Abstract. TX\ paper give\ an account of rcsultc; which answer some questions from Hare1 ( 1078. 
1979). Meyer and Winklmann ( 1980) and Tiuryn ( 1982). In particular it is shown that the 
rlcrcrministic regular logic is strictly weaker than the regular logic. the context-free logic strictly 
\vcakcr than the finitely generated recursive logic. the recursive !ogic strictly weaker than the 
weak w-order logic. and the recursive logic strictly stronger than the finitely generated recursive 
logic. Some well-known and new open problems are stated. 
1. Introduction 
Hare1 [7] has given the most complete survey of knowledge devoted to the logics 
of programs. In this book, there are many open problems connected with the relative 
expressive power of dynamic logics. During the next years, in the Kazakh University 
results were obtained whrch answer some of these questions. Some of these results 
have been published. But these editions are not available for t’oreign mathematicians. 
In our paper we give an account of some of these results and also new ones. If the 
author of a theorem is it iljc icated, then this theorem is ours. 
It appears that the main theorem of our paper is the result about the comparison 
of the deterministic regular logic ( DR) and regular logic (RG). This question was 
the major open problem in [6. 7, 8, lo]. In [4] it was stated that DR<RG. Still, 
in [4] the main case was omitted in the proof of the main lemma. Musikaev gave 
counter-example from which it is easy to see that the proof is erroneous. Using 
other ideas. we give the new proof here. 
2. Formal definitions 
Unexplained knowledge and notation for mathematical logic arz taken from [9]. 
A good reference for grammars is [2]. 
We fix the first-order language L which is determined by its nonlogical symbols. 
Let XI, x2. . . . be the individual variables. We shall simply call them variables. 
(l.i(,J-Ju’;y ‘)A?/ S,;.OO t’ - . I9S.3, Elsevier Science Publishers R.V. (North-Holland) 
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,Q assignment is an expression of the form LX, + t) where t is a term of L. A test 
is an expression of the form (@?) where 9 is a formula of f.. This test will be called 
an open test if q contains no quantifiers. We call this test a k-test if p iq a prenex 
form formula and the number of alternations in the prefix of cp is k. A recursively 
enumerable set P of finite sequences of assignments and tests is called a k-program 
if each test is a k-test in each sequence in P. P is a program if P is a k-program 
for some k. 
The variable xi is free in the assignment (Xi * f) if xi is contained in t. The variable 
s, is free in the test (q?) if X, is free in cp. The variable X, is free in the sequence 
cy]Cr~ - * * a,, of assignments and tests if it is free in cyI or there is a number j such 
that 1 s js 12, s, is free in cy,, x, is not free in each of aI, . . . . q I, and each of 
~I,...,ff, 1 is not an expression of the form (s, + I). The variable s, is free in 
program P if s, is free in some sequence in I’. Every variable is not iree m the 
empty sequence. The program P will be called a J-program if .I is a set of tests and 
aGgnments and i;l any sequence in P all the tests and all the assignments are in .I. 
The program is finitely generated if it is a .I-proL:ram for sotne finite .I. 
We introduce here different dynamic logics UK) which depend on classes K of 
programs. For the following classes k of programs, L( K ) will be denoted by 
CF if K is the class of all context-free programs, 
RG if K is the class of all regular programs, 
DR if K is the class of all deterministic regular programs, 
DC if K is the class of all deterministic context-free programs, 
RE if K is the class of all recursively enumerable programs, 
RF if K is the class of all finitely generated recursively enumerable 
programs. 
RC if K is the class of all recursive programs, 
RR if K is the class of all finitely generated recursive programs. 
WC remind of the definitions. A program P k called a context-free progldm if it is 
generated by a context-free grammar. If there is a context-free grammar G such 
that G generates P and in G. for each nonterminal X, there is just one pr:gdu&x~ 
whose left-portion is S or there are just two such productions X + (q?) - a’ and 
A’ + (lq?) l (?. then P is called a deterministic context-free program. 
An one-sequence program and the empty program are regular and deterministic 
regular programs. If P, S are deterministic regular programs. then Pm S. (( v?) * P) u 
( ( -+?) l S). (( +c?) l P)* l (--up?) are deterministic regular programs too. If P, S x-e 
reguliir programs. then Pa S. Pu S, P* are regular programs too. Here - denotes c 
concatenation. * closure and u union. 
Also we will he interested in the weak w-order logic. This logic LB is the extension 
01’ the first-order logic by adding the variable hereditary kite predicates and the 
quantifiers on these predicates (see 13, Section 21 for a precise definition.) 
Let .V bc ;t class of structures for L. We Ict L, d ,,A!_, if, for each formula @ of 
the logic L, there is a formula \v of the logic L2 such that, for each A in Ai and 
ach state (7 for ,A. \%t’ have UF @ if and only if me \I/ lf L, 5 & anil &s&,. 
then wc let I_, = J!+ If L, s 1l L2 but not L2 c 1I L,. then we let L I -C ,,L+ If M is 
the c1;w of all structures for f.. then we write s’-, =, <: instead 5 Ll, = If, < jI. It is 
clear that 
3. The comparison of powerful iogics 
III the wc‘tiw NC \h;dl tmtwrk on the wmpariwn of CF. RR. RF. KC. RE and 
the \wrk o-order logic LB. We shall prove that CF < RR = RF < KC = RE < LB. 
One simple observation permits to prove both RR = RF and RC = RE. For a 
natural numtwr i. let T denote the sequence 
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Let P !-je a recursively enumerable program. Then there is a ret rsive onto-mapping 
f: (0. i, . . .}4?LetP, ={Pf(T)I i is a natural number}. It isclear that f’, is a recursive 
program. Also, for each structure A for L and each state CT for A, we have ak <f)@ 
if and only if crb= (P&P. Hence, RR = RF and RC f RE. 
N?w consider the two presentations of the natural numbers. The first presentation 
{A,. A?,. . .} is a presentation in the form of finite structures for L. Another one, 
1% Ly, * * .I, is a presentation in the form of finite sequences formed from a given 
finite alphabet of assignments and tests. It is easy to see that we can choose these 
presentations with the result that CI, stops in any state for A, and, for i # j. cy, stops 
in n:itkr st:t!t for A,. Let PC {a,, ct?, . . .} and P is a nonrecursive, recursively 
txumcraIble program. Let @ be (P)s, = xl. Then @ is the formula of the logic RF. 
If (7 is any state for L4,. then cr@ @ if and only if cy, c P. This shows that there is no 
decision procedure for deciding, given A,, upon validity of the formula @ in a s;tatc 
for A,. Now the inequalities i-F <: RF and CF -=c RR will follow from Lcmrnr~ I. 
valid in G. Now we prove that each closed formula of RE, which is valid in G? is 
valid in some group in AF too. This will prove the inequality RE < LB. 
A rank of the formula of RE is the number of quantifiers in this formula. Since 
the theory of AB admits elimination of quantifiers, we can take that all the tests 
are open. It follows that the rank of each formula of RE is finite. 
Let (al...., a,,}~ G, WEAF. A mapping z(a,, . . . , a,,}+ H is called a local 
monomorphism from G to N if T is extended to a monomorphism 7^ from the 
subgroup, generated by {a,, . . . , a,,) in G to H. 
Lemma 2. Let ~:{a~, . . . . a,,) * H be a local rltonomorphisrn from G to H. Let @ be 
p1 fondly of RE ad r the rank of @. Let all the variables free in @ are among 
Y v LetubeastateforGaru-lo, astateforH. Letn(y,)=ai (i=l....,n) 1. . . . . . ,,. 
muI V,(yI)= T(q) (i” 1.. . . . II ). Let the dinlertsion of H ;le more than n + r. 
Thcvi M= Cp if trnd only i.f’ ml k- @. 
Praaf. We use induct ran on the rank of Qi. If .r = 0. then @ contains no quantifiers 
and 1 .emma 2 is obvious. 
Let r I- 0. NOW assume the claim of the lemma for all the lesser rank formulas. 
For formulzs of the rank r we use induction on the sum number of v and (P). for 
all prosrams P. in the formula. 
Let ct, tw 3_Y, *, II/. Then the rank of \I/ is r - 1. Let P= @. Let 
u’(\,,. , b = (I,,* I* fr'( ‘, ) = frog (i= 1.. . . . II). and (7’ b= V. 
Since the damc‘nsion elf H is mclre than II + I , there is a b E H such that the mapping 
i ’ : ( (1, . . . * . iI, . a,, . ,} + H. where T’( II, ) = i( (I! 1 ( i = 1, . . . . IZ ). T’( a,,, , ) = b. is the local 
monomorp:rli~m from G to CQ. Let a; (y,) = crI ( y,) (i = 1.. . . . II), CT; ( yrlt ,) = b. Fwm 
the induction hypothesis. rr: = !?f. Thus. U, I= 3y,, _, V. 
Let @ he L 9, @, and wt 9. Then it= @, or (TF @?. From the induction hypot hessis 
NC get q I= @, or q F a,. Thus. oI I=- v @, G2. 
Let cf, b,c (PW. and let UP 4? Validity of (P)P in u is equivalent to existence a 
\txpc11ct2 0 1 l . . . l e, in P and a state CT’ for G such that ULY, - . . . * CY,~’ and u’ I= !P. 
Let (9 = II fr. tri = fT’(. WC shall construct states U’ for G ;rnd v’, for H by induction 
on i. l_ct 0 l - i c j. If 0, is a test (p,?). as already ivlicated, we assume that the 
fwx~ul;~ q, contains no quantifiers, In this case let U’ = U’ ‘, u’, = d, ‘, I(i) = 1. and 
1, i\ .v, . Othcrwisc. if ft. is the a+nmcnt (_q,,,+ 1,). then tct 
fr I ‘( .\‘,I,, +- f,)fd fr; ’ (s I,,, +- f,)rr’,. 
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We omit the easy inductive proof that 
iT,u’( y,,,)) = nl, (y,,,) (m = 1,. . . , 12, i = 0, 1,. . . , i,. 
Since 7^ is the monomorphism, LT’ I= c~,+-~ is equivalent to 0; I= (o,, I for i = 
0, 1,. . . , j - 1. From the induction hypothesis we get that both cf, a I l . . . l cu,u~ and 
u’, I= ‘P. Thus, (T, b (P)P. 
If @ is -1 V? then obviously al= CD is equivalent to oi b @. 
This completes our proof. 5 
Also. we proved that RE -=z LB. 
The inequality RF< RE was proved in [S]. We shall sketch its proof hew. 
WC consider the language L in which the only nonlogical syrr~hols art’ l nnd a. 
Vv’tz further consider the set of all non-associative words formed front the latter (1. 
This set II is defined as follows. The latter 0 is in I2 If t,. f2 i;l’ LA then (f&l E D. 
Each clement of II can be obtained by these rules. The operation l on D is defined 
a\ fo!lowY t, l I: is ( t, t,). The structure (LA -. a) is called the free pt-oupoid generated 
hv a The formula 
4. The dctcrministic regular logic is strictly weaker than the rcgulur Iq$c 
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We further consider the structure f(A) =(A;f, g) for L where f(x) =f. x in 
I‘(A), g(x) = g* x in r(A). Since the theory Th of r(A) admits elimination of 
quantifiers, the union B of two disjoint isomorphic copies of T(A) is elementarily 
equivalent o r(A). We shall prove that in Th each formula of DR is equivalent 
to a first-order formula. Thus, for each closed formula @ of DR, B t= @ is equivalent 
to I‘(A)+ Qi. But the formula of RG, 
vxvy(((x~f(x))u(x~g(x)~)*~~= y, 
is valid in f(A) and this formula is not valid in B. Let M = {B, I‘( A)}. This proves 
DR < .\t RG. 
We fix a natural II > 0. Terms are t-xpressions of the form a and ax, where a E A 
and i S 11. Let Tr be the set of all terms. An n-tuple (z,, . . . , t,, 1 of terms will be 
called a point. Let E be the set of all points. A mapping 7: C + 2 will be tailed a 
linear mapping if there are a mapping a: { 1, . . . , n} +{ 1, . . . Iz} dnd a,, . . . , u,, in A 
such that 
sr(f,, . . . . f,,) = (tilt,,, I ,. . . - , ff,,~,,J for each (4. - - - v 0 
in 1. Further. cr,t,, , , , will be called the image of ftr, ) and tCr,, , will be called the 
pre-image of a,&, , ,. If thi; ?r is restricted by ,4”, then we get a linear mapping from 
24 ” t 0 A I’. 
The equality 1, = cat, means that either t,, t2 E A and tr = at, in A or t2 is bx,, 
hc,4. I, =CX, and c=ab in A. . 
A conjunction of equalities of the form x, = OX, where i, j 5 tz and Q E A will lx 
called a condition. The equality x, = ax, is valid in a point ( t,. . . . , t,J ii r, = nt,. A 
condition is valid in a point if each of its conjunction parts is valid in this point. 
Let T,..... T, are conditions and pt. . . . , ps. p,, , are linear mappings. Then 
[/ )I.. . . . p\.p\+I; T ,..... T,] is a mapping IT: L --f Z: such that, for each point 0; ~(4 
is defined as follows. If T, is valid in rr. then n( CT) = p,(a). If 1 < i 5 s and each of 
T Iv*... T, I is not valid in a; but z is valid in o, then 7~( a) = pi(a). If each of 
T 1%. . . T, is not valid in a, then rr( U) = JI,+ I (d. A mapping n will be called a bitly 
hew mapping (txf .) if there are s. pI, . . . , ps, p\+ Ir T1, . . . . T, such that r is 
[I 11.. . . . p,, p\+ I: T,. . . . . T,]. If this 7r is restricted by A’, then we get a b.6 from 
.V to 44”. 
Let TT be a b.4. A natural number N :> 0 will be called a n-period for (T E 2 if there 
1 +re i ;md i such that I 5: i s IV, 1 i j s N, i f j, and T’(G) = V’(U). A b.8. r will be 
called a periodic b.E. rf there is a n-period for each <T E z’. Let M C_ C. A b.L. r will 
1~ called a utziformly M-periodic W. if some N > 0 is the n-period for each (TE M. 
A uniformly X-periodic b.f will be called a uniformly periodic b.C 
Lemma 3. Each periodrc b.6 is is uttiformly perio~.L 
Proof. The set of all points in which the condition T IS valid will be called a T-variety. 
If T is empty, then the T-variety is E. If 52 is a T-variety, then either A4 is empty 
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or there are r5 H. a mapping cy from (1.. . . , n} onto (I,. . . , r}. and a,,. . . A,, in 
A such that 
r will be called the dimension of M. 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Each periodic b.6’. T is uniformly M-periodic for each condiGotl T and 
T- tic4 riery iI4 
Proof. We Lise induction on dimension r of variety M. If r = 1, then Lemma 4 is 
obvious. Let r > 1. Now assume the claim of the lemma for all lesser dimension 
varieties. If ( I ) is true, then point (Q,x,,, l ,, . . . , CI,~,,,,~, b will be called the gerlercll 
poi/zt of M. Ect CT be the general point of AI. There are N > 0, i and j such that 
1 Li<:jG.N awl 7r’(~f)= n’(o). Let ;r=Cp,,. . ..p.,p,,,; /I,... . . T,]. If each of 
7’,..... T, is not \ itlid in 77”’ (4, then R,,, is cmp,ty and p( III) = s. If T, is valid in 
6” ( CT 1. then R,,, is T, and /I ( III J = 0. If each of T, , . . . , T13, ,,1, is not valid in i~“‘( 7) 
but 7;iI ,,I 1 e 1 is valid it\ 7~“~ (u). then R,,, is Tt3, ,1, , 1. If, for some III E { 1. . . . . N}. 
A-“’ ( M) is a lesser dirntmsion wriety, then the lemma follows from the induction 
&pot hesis. Since R,,, . IS valid in the general point of n”‘( .$I ). R,,, ic valid in each 
point of n”‘( :V 1. Each Of f, . . . . . q,, ,,, , is not \ itlid in 77 “I( .w. Let AU,,, ( kc the 
( T’ “I ’ A T, )-variety for I = 1, . . . . /3( m L Then AI,,, I. . . . , AI ,,,, c3, )!, are lesser dimension 
writ‘tics. Let N,,, , tw ttw r-period for c;di I‘ in .I2 ,,,, i (m = I. . . . . N. I = 
1 . . . . . /3C 112 H. lxf N, bt\ the grmtest of N. IV,,,., (m = 1, . . . . 3, 1 = 1. . . . . PC uf H. 
It is clear th;tt 2/V? is :I qm-iod for each u in 32. n”‘( 31) ih ;t 1”‘“-~qrietc. 
Thi\ pmc L’lr ~mim;t 4 and from it L.cnmia 3. ’ ! 
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Proof. There is a w such that the distance between images is less than q+ w if the 
distance between the pre-imq+s is q. Let {I’,“, . . . , f!/‘} be divided into k parts. 
Then (I’,““, . . . , t::“‘) can be divided into k parts as follows. We shall put two 
terms in one part if and only if their pre-images are in one part. Thus, if {?(ri), . . . . &“} 
is divided into nt - 1 parts such that the distance between any two terms from every 
one of these parts is less than q, then, for j = 0, 1, . . . , v, { z’,~’ j’, . . . , t::“‘) can be 
divided into III- 1 parts such that the distance between any two terms from every 
one of these parts is less than q+ uw. 
We fix II and c. Let i B v. If i- c 5 js i and {$‘. . . . , ti/‘} is divided into nz parts 
such that both the distance between any two terms from every one of these parts 
is less than I and the distance between some two terms from distinct parts is less 
than II, then {t;“‘. . . . . f:i’} can be divided into tn - 1 parts such that the distance 
between any two terms from every one of these parts is less than II +2f. Hence 
{f;“. . . . . t:,“) can be divided into UI - 1 parts such that the distance between anq 
two terms from every one of these parts is less than u -t 21+ C\V. Since condition 
t 111 - I. 14 + 219 cw) is not valid in U, there is not such a j for any i. This proves 
Lemma 6. z1 
Proof of Lemma 5 ~coh~md). We can now prove the principal Lemma 5. Let 
z= [P I.. . . , p,. p, t I: T:. . . . . T,]. We use induction on k such that condition (k. I) 
is v:tlid in (7 for some 1. Since condition ( tl, 1 ) is valid in cr, this induction prove?; 
Lemma 5. 
I3mk step. Let condition ( 1. I) is valid in U. Then there is an i,, such that, for 
1)l ‘1 it,. the distance between any two terms from (z\““. . . . . z:~‘“‘} is less than 1. Let 
I 181 I 1, = o:.‘,“?,“” where u:,j” E A. Since the length of u:.y” is less than 1, there is 
a finite set which contains all elements u:J”‘. Thus, there are VI and r> 0 such 
that a:,‘,@” =n:_~“” for i.j= I,.. .,Iz. Either rr”‘(a)=(6,.. . ., 6,,) or k”(u)= 
(h$,. . . . . h,,s, L where h,. . . . . h,, E A and i 5 II. One easily proves that nor’ ‘(a) = 
(h&..... h,,b) in the first case and n”” ‘(a) = (h, h,, . . . , b,,hs,) in the other, where 
h c ,4. The mapping T: Tr -+Tr, where ~(a) = ah and @.I-,) = (abjx, for all a E A 
md i 5 CL is tht* ~~utomorphism of (Tr; 1: ,&. T will be called h-aIrtonzorplzism. Thus, 
7 “i l P( cr) = ( ; I’( ,‘I* 1 ). . . . , r”( [;,“I’ ) ). But ?‘( 1) = t for all t E Tr. This means that 
,I, l
75 ““‘(U) = 7P( fr). 
lruh~tiotl .srrp Thtxc is a natural number rt’, such that if the distance between 
terms t, and tJ k not 10s than w,, then, for each quality s, = OX, from any one of 
. , 
1 I..... 7;. the t’qualitie4 t, = c& and I> = (of, both are false. There is a \t” such that. 
for alI q. the distance txtu*ecn prc-images i\ less than y + w2 11 tne distance between 
t hc ini;tgc\ i5 q. 1x1 it ( f 1 = i if t I (II.Y., j (I c A}. hi f) = 0 if f f A. Let f,. . . . , t,, be in 
Tr. For I c (I,. . . . . l,.}. let 
CA 1 1 = (( i, j. II,.,. ht t, )) 1 t,, t, c 1. 1, = u, \t,, i < j, a,., E A}. 
A split of (I ,. . . . . I,,} into k parts \vill be ded ;1 (k, /)-split if the diswwt‘ bet\v<en 
:UI! t\io tc‘rm from c\.er). cmc of thew parts is less than 1. A (k. &split will IX 
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called a (k, 1, u) -split if the distance between any two terms from distinct parts is 
not less than u. The set of all sequences (O( I,), . . . , 0( IA)), for all points ( tl, . . . , t,,) 
and all (k, /)-splits of (t,, . . . , I,,}, is finite. Let this set contain ul elements. Let 
t‘= v, .702+1 and r.l= w+w,+wz+l+l. 
From Lemma 6 there is a number i such that, for j = 0, 1, . . . , u, there is a 
(k, 1, u)-split I\‘+“, . . . , Ii+” of (I\‘+“, . . . , f!:+” }. It is clear that images arc in one 
Ir+ji 11 of I, . , , py+l) if and only if the pre-images are in one of Iii’?. . . , I:+“. 
There are’ ;IZ and r such that 0 S rn < oi, 1 I~SU,--M and 
(O(Iy’)), . . . , o(Iy’))) =(o(Iy”‘+r’), . , . , o(,:,+“y). 
Hence, there are b,, . . . Y bk E A such that, for fli+“‘) E I!;+“‘), t)r+“‘+r’ =#‘+“‘)) 
where 7C! is the h,,-automorphism. Now, for ti’+“” E Ii;+““, the equality 
is easily proved by induction on p. If we put p= ‘701. we get 
forj=l,..., II. This means that r’ ’ “I t7”“(a) = r’ ’ “I( (~1. 
This completes the proof cf Lemma 5. El 
From Lemmas 4 and S we get the following theorems. 
Theorem ‘7. Each b.P. 7~ is m~ifortdy periodic. 
Theorem 8. DK 5 .,,L. 
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Lemma 9. Let a quantifier-free first-order formula @(x1 , . . . , A.,,, y, , . . . , y,,) haue the 
folio wing property : 
For each D E M and for arbitrary a I, . . . , a,, in D there is either no or 
just one n-tuple ( d, , . . . , d,, ) in D such that @(u 1, . . . , a,,, d, , . . . , d,, ) 
is valid in D. 
Then there are a W. v and a quantifier-free first-order formula Fix,, . . . . x,,) 
such thnt, for each D E M and for arbitrary al, . . . , a,,, d 1, . . . , d,, in D, 
Wa Iq. l l . a,,, d,, a . l , d,,)isvalidinDifandonlyifbothn(a,,. . . ,a,,)=(,d,,. . . , d,,) 
and P(a,, . . . , a,,) is valid in D. 
Proof. We can assume that @(x1. 
each of which is a conjunction of 
. . . , 41, y,. l * - 9 y,,) is a disjunction of expressions 
expressions of the following forms: 
); = b-y,, ); = by,, y, f by,. y, f b-x,, x, = bxi, x, f bx, 
whew b E A. We consider one of these conjunctions. 
We shall enrich the considered conjunction by adding new equalities of the form 
!; = bx, c?s follows. 
If. for a given j. 1 5 jS tr, in the considered conjunction there is no equality of 
the form y, = bx,,,. but in it there are equalities of the forms yj = b, yk and yk = b2_xi 
for some b,, b2. k, i. then we enrich the considered conjunction by adding the equality 
_v, = ( b, 6,)x,. 
We can skrppose that the considered conjunction is not enriched. Let there be in 
the consickt .:d conjunction, for some j, 1 S j S 11, no equality of the form yj = bs.,,. 
Let I be the set of all such numbers j. Let the considered conjunction be valid in 
(fl I-. . . . n,,. d,. . . . , d,,). Let d be an element of A which has rather great length. 
If D is the union of two disjoint isomorphic topics B, and B2 of I‘(A), then let c!’ 
he the image of d in B, and d” the image of d in R,. Let C, be d,d if d, E- A and 
i E 1. Let c, be did’ if d, E B, and i E 1. Let C, be did” if di E Bl and i E I. Let ci be 
ii, il ie I. It is clear that the considered conjunction is vJid in (a,, . . . . a,,. cl.. . . , c,, ). 
Hut this is a contradiction. 
Thus. we can suppose that in each conjunction, for any i. 1 5 _iS n, there is an 
quality of the for m y, = bs, for some i and b E A. Now we can replace all conjunction 
parts of the fo.-m J’, = by,. y, # by, or y, # bx, by some parts of the form Xj = bXi or 
s, f IN,. 
Hence we can suppose that @(xl. . . . * A-,~, pl, . . , y,#) is 
ii Yl = b( i. ik,,,.,, 
I I 
\vhere T, i); a conjunction of equalities of the form xk = bx, and R, is a conjunction 
of inequalities of the form .q f hxl. It is clear that we caa take Vy-1 1 (T, A R,) as 
P(A-, . . . . . s,, ). 
Let 
r=Lpi,. . . , p,rz. pm + 1; T, A R 1, . . . 9 L A R,,, I. 
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where 
&(X,9 * * - ,-d =(b(j, OX,~~J,, . . . , W, n)~,,~.,~) forj= 1,. . . v m 
and P,,~+Ax~, l . . , x,,) =Cq, . . . , x,;). This r is not b.e. because there are R,, . . . , R,,,. 
IxIR;=~AR~ 
We shall exclude inequalities from RI, . . . , R,,, by the method proposed by Repin. 
We use induction on the sum number of different inequalities in Rr , . . . , R,,,. Let 
the inequality X, # /XX,, be in R,, . . . , R ,,,. Let R; - R f A X, = 6x,, and R j’ is obtained 
from R,! by deleting the inequality x, Z bx,,. If we delete all contradictory conjunc- 
tions from the list R{, . . , RI,,, then we get the list R; ,,,, . . . , Rb,,,. Let 
?T1= [P p(l), * l * 9 Pfi(sb Po*+l, P19 - l l 7 Pm9 p,,1+1; 
R;,,,, . . . , qx,,, -6 = bq,, R;), . . . y R;,]. 
It is clear that 7~ = 7~. 
This proves Lemma 9. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8 (corttirmed). We can now end the proof of Theorem 8. Let R’ 
be a n-period for each u E ,V. Then we can take 
N+ I 
v 3r,.* . 32, 2, =xl\ f, = 
i-l ( 
I‘ I 
.i;n(F(L;,)/l A (t/3(,51)1\ @p(5,,&,)) 
/=I > 
as @,,. Thus, we have finished the proof tjf Theorem 8. El 
From Theorem 8, we have the following. 
Main Theorem. DR < 1f KG. 
5. Some open questions 
QueG)n 1. Is I>R < IX true’! 
Question 2. Is DC -=I CF true? 
Question 4. Is RG c:- CF true‘? 
In [ 10) there is a question (3) about the comparison of KG and the array-RG. 
The array-KG is the extension of RG by adding the array. In [S], Erimbetov 
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proved that KG is strictly weaker than array-RG. This answers the question. In 
this paper we answered question (1) in [lo]. Question 4 is question (2) in [lo]. 
Now let FS be the set of all finite structures for L. 
Question 5. is DR eFSRG true? 
The questions about the comparison of logics in FS are connected with the data 
base theory. In Section 3 we proved that CF+RF. 
Let FN he the set of all finite subsets of the set of all at most countable structures 
for L. Let L1 K I-NI22 if there is an E E FN such that L, < &. 
Question 6. Is CF cFNRF true? 
Question 7. Is there an infinite list LI, L,. . . of lo& having the following 
properties: 
(a) DR c L, < RF for all i, 
(b) L,< L, for all i<j. 
(c) for all i, does L, have the form L(K) for ~tiiue clash !” of programs? 
We know that logic L, has the property 
DR<L,<RG. 
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